Smarter home security
Protect what you value most

STANLEY Security gives you more
A STANLEY Security powered system provides solutions to monitor,
protect and automate your home. More than a smart app or a cool
device, STANLEY Security seamlessly connects the key systems in your
home on one platform so they work more intelligently together.
With STANLEY Security you can:
Protect what matters most

Ensure safety and peace of mind

Take control of your energy use

Instantly see what you care about

Bringing security home
Our range of smart home security solutions deliver
a host of features and benefits, including:
Personalised scenes

Location-based geo-services

Patented crash and smash protection

Severe weather alerts

Exclusive image sensor*

Customised triggers and alerts

*Panel specific

Home security
packages
starting from

£36
per month
Includes VAT

Smart home security
Keep your home and loved ones protected with
professionally monitored smart home security and
always be connected to what’s happening at home.
Dedicated connection
Dedicated and secure cellular communication provides safe
and reliable uninterrupted protection.
Patented crash and smash protection
Your system will continue to work even if the security panel
is damaged or the phone line is cut.
Instant alerts
Get real-time notifications by push notification and email the
moment something happens in your home.
Personalised user codes
Create unique user codes to know who’s coming and going
at all times.

Live monitoring

A close-up view

Stream video live
Watch live feeds from your property on your phone, tablet or computer.
Get instant video alerts
Get video clips sent directly to you when the front door opens, the alarm goes
off, or if motion is detected.
Never miss a thing

Indoor Camera

Outdoor Camera

Climax Image Sensor

Amazon Alexa

Motion or event triggered video clips make it easy to find exactly what you
want to watch later.
Get continuous recording
Enjoy 24/7 HD recording through the Stream Video Recorder (SVR). The SVR
provides secure, cloud-based streaming and video clip access from anywhere.

Home automation
Upgrade your smart home with easy control and intelligent
automation across all of your connected devices.
Be fully connected
STANLEY Security assembles the information from all of your connected
devices and enables them to work together seamlessly.
Get location-based geo-services
Geo-services gives you added automation that responds based on your location.
Have your thermostat automatically adjust when you leave for work or get a
reminder if you forgot to arm the security system.
Easily access everything
Control and manage your home no matter where you are with an array of apps
from varying devices. Not just for your smartphones or tablets you can also use
Apple TV, Apple Watch, Amazon Fire TV and Amazon Echo to stay in the know.

Remote access
Enhance your security with complete control and visibility over
all the entry points to your home.
Automate your locks
Seamlessly integrate door locks with the STANLEY Security intelligent platform
to get real-time visibility and control.
– Automatically lock the door when your system is armed
– Get a push notification or email alert when the door is unlocked
– Assign unique user codes for temporary access
Control garage doors remotely
Manage your garage doors automatically or on-demand directly from your
desktop or mobile device.
– Check to see if your garage door is closed no matter where you are
– Close the garage door automatically when your system is armed
– Receive an alert if you left the door open

Energy management
Control climate and ambiance remotely
Control your thermostats and lights, no matter where you are.
With customisable, flexible schedules you always come home to a
comfortable environment.
Turn on to intelligent lighting
Remotely turn your lights on or off, have them come on automatically
when you walk in the door, or set a schedule to make it look like
someone is home when you’re on vacation.
Gain measurable results
Get real insight into your energy use and see where you’re
consuming the most energy. Use measurable data to make
changes that have real impact.

Climate control
The intelligently integrated thermostat allows you to take
control of your energy use and automate temperature settings.
Make responsive savings
Tapping into data from inside and outside the home, your thermostat
automatically responds to activity, occupancy and weather patterns.
Be intelligently connected
Your thermostat seamlessly integrates with devices across the smart home.
Everything responds together to your daily routines for ease of use and a
unified experience.
Get complete control
Adjust or change your thermostat settings anytime from anywhere and
instantly know if someone else makes a change.
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Image sensor*
STANLEY Security wireless image sensor is an advanced
motion sensor with an onboard camera that takes a picture
when motion is detected and sends it to you.

Instant visual verification
Whether it’s day or night, you’ll be able to see what’s going on immediately.
–
–
–
–
–

Customised notifications
On-demand views
High quality images
Pet immune motion detector
Easy installation

Now you can have at-a-glance visibility into what’s happening at home,
wherever you are.
*Panel specific

Get smarter security for your home today
visit www.stanleysecurity.co.uk

Endorsed by experts

”I found the system powerful and easy
to use. I especially liked the way the
system’s components work together.”

*Reviews relate to the technical platform.

“One of the coolest integrations we saw
[at the Apple Watch keynote event] was
all the stuff you can control through the app
using the watch. Security cameras, lights, locks,
doors. Just a few taps and you can keep tabs…
from anywhere.”

“An innovative app to control everything
from locks and lights to security systems
and thermostats.”

Get in touch today
If you have any questions, simply get in touch
with your STANLEY Security team.
0161 406 3445
info@stanleysecurity.co.uk
www.stanleysecurity.co.uk
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